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WORLD SIGHT DAY IS OCTOBER 8TH, 2020 
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October 8th, 2020 is World Sight Day --an 
annual day of awareness and action and 
an important advocacy and 
communications opportunity for the eye 
health community.  
It’s a call for the global optometric 
community to come together to create a 
world where everyone can see, no matter 
who they are or where they live.  
 

There are more than 1 billion people 
around the world who are blind or vision 
impaired because they don’t have access 
to an eye exam and a pair of glasses. 
This includes millions of children whose 

futures depend on the vision correction they need to learn at school.  
 

This World Sight Day, let’s find the solutions to ensure that everyone, 
everywhere has access to sight. Let’s pledge to spread the message 
of #HopeInSight. 

RECOUP LOST SALES AND RECEIVE A FREE CHEMISTRIE CLIP! 

Learn firsthand how embracing 
Chemistrie’s technology can add over 
$40K/year to your Practice’s revenue 

Learn how to increase revenue 
without seeing more patients 

Receive a FREE custom Chemistrie 
Clip for attending the webinar! 

 JOIN EYENAVISION AND ADVANCE OPTICAL  
FOR A CHEMISTRIE WEBINAR AND 
 RECEIVE A FREE CHEMISTRIE CLIP! 

 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH 

9:30 AM EDT • 1:00 PM EDT •  3:00 PM EDT 
 

RSVP at https://tinyurl.com/advancechemistrie 

Looking for social media content?  
World Sight Day is the perfect 

opportunity to post on Facebook or 
Instagram using the #WorldSightDay 

tag! Post a quick, “Happy 
#WorldSightDay to all of our patients!” 

or choose your favorite vision care 
nonprofit to highlight. You can even host 
a contest. Ask patients to post a picture 

of their favorite sight, such as the 
beach or a family portrait, and tag your 

practice along with #WorldSightDay. 
Then, pick a winner and reward them 
with a simple $10 gift card to a local 
coffee shop or retailer of your choice. 
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ED – Effective Diameter; 
twice the longest radius 

from the geometric center of 
lens to the farthest edge.     

Simply taking a pd stick and measuring the longest diagonal of the frame is NOT the same thing as the ED.   If 
you provide the lab with the longest diagonal, you will likely have blank cut-out issues and your job will be delayed 
needlessly. 
 

Example: In the lens depicted take a pd stick and measure the longest diagonal of the lens as you see it marked.  If 
you measure 35mm across, you are correct.  However, 35mm is NOT the ED measurement the lab requires to 
properly surface your lenses with the correct blank size. 
 

Following the definition of ED (below the diagram), next measure from the center dot marked G (Geometric Center) 
diagonally both ways.  From the GC to the left diagonal edge, the measurement is 16mm, from the GC to the right 
diagonal edge the value is 19mm.  That 2nd radius is the longer radius that you must double to get the ED value, which 
in this case is 38mm.   
 

How to properly find the G?  Trace the lens on paper and draw a box around the lens as shown with A and B.  Then 
draw the 180 line and find the center.   
 

Optical tracers will supply you with the correct ED measurement if the frame gets traced.  If you do not have a 
tracer, and rely solely on your eye and your pd stick to judge the ED, you risk miscalculating, ordering a blank that is 
too small, and thus causing delays to your order.   

HELP US HELP YOU—AVOID CUT-OUT ISSUES BY TAKING PROPER ED  

Visit the Varilux folder in our Document Center at advanceoptical.com/library for more information 

NEW VARILUX COMFORT MAX: FOR ALL DAY LONG VISION COMFORT 

 Like you, Essilor Vision Foundation (EVF) understands the importance of clear vision for children and is dedicated to 
helping them get the vision care they need to succeed. That commitment does not stop, even in these challenging times.  
 

To that end, EVF has implemented a number of protocols to ensure the safety of our staff and the patients we serve. For 
example, you may be familiar with Kids Vision for Life, EVF’s cornerstone program that provides vision services to low-
income children at no cost to the family through mobile clinics at schools, school vision days, community vision fests, and 
other special events. “We want to make sure vision services continue to be available for children in need,” says Emma 
Crews, Kids Vision for Life Program Manager. “Instead of bringing the mobile clinic to multiple schools like we did in the 
past, we are holding vision clinics on specific dates at fewer schools. This helps maintain safety and allows parents to sign 
up for a date that works best for their family.” Visit www.evfusa.org/about/updates-covid19/ to learn more about EVF’s 
response to COVID-19. 

 

In light of the coronavirus pandemic, EVF is anticipating there will be even more families who may need financial assistance to get vision care. Kids need you now more 
than ever, and that’s why we invite you to enroll in See Kids Soar®, our in-office cause campaign intended to inspire parents, patients and eye doctors’ staff to adopt the 
cause of vision, and give them an opportunity to raise awareness and funds. Thank you for everything you do to support your community. 

ESSILOR VISION FOUNDATION: COMMITTED TO HELPING YOU 


